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Abstract: Big data has emerged to be one of the driving factors of today’s society. However, the quality assurance of the corresponding applications is still far from being mature. Therefore, further work in this field is needed. This includes the improvement of existing approaches and strategies as well as the exploration of new ones. One rather recent proposition was the application of test driven development to the implementation of big data systems. Since their quality is of critical importance to achieve good results and the application of test driven development has been found to increase the developed product’s quality, this suggestion appears promising. However, there is a need for a structured approach to outline how the corresponding endeavors should be realized. Therefore, the publication at hand applies the design science research methodology to bridge this gap by proposing a process model for test driven development in the big data domain.

1 INTRODUCTION

Today’s society has developed to be heavily driven by knowledge, information and technology (Levin and Mamlok 2021). Consequently, big data (BD), respectively big data analytics (BDA) have gained huge popularity among organizations that want to profit from this rather new resource. Furthermore, those who do incorporate BDA into their processes experience (on average) a significant increase in productivity (Müller et al. 2018), further justifying the positive sentiment. Yet, this only does apply to proper use, which is, however, not always a given, since it is a highly challenging endeavor (Volk et al. 2019). The arguably most common issues in this regard are a low input data quality (Abdallah et al. 2022; Staegemann et al. 2021b), human error or bias in the use of the applications, and erroneous implementations of the respective systems (Staegemann et al. 2019).

For the publication at hand, the focus is on the latter. While there have been numerous works to facilitate the testing of BD applications, it is still a rather immature topic (Staegemann et al. 2021c). Therefore, further work in this field is needed. This includes the refinement of existing approaches and strategies as well as the exploration of new ones. One rather recent proposition was the application of test driven development (TDD) to the implementation of BD systems (Staegemann et al. 2020).

When done correctly, this could solve several issues at once. Not only would the quality and flexibility of the developed applications be increased, but possibly also the trust of the users, which is crucial to assure the frequent and genuine incorporation into the decision processes (Günther et al. 2017). However, so far, there has been no structured approach formulated how the corresponding endeavors should be realized. To bridge this gap, the following research question (RQ) shall be answered:

RQ: How can the process of applying test driven development in the big data domain be structured?

To answer the RQ, the publication at hand is structured as follows. After the introduction, the background is briefly delineated. This is followed by an overview of the applied methodology. Afterwards, in the main part, a process model for TDD in the BD domain is developed, which is also this work’s main contribution. Subsequently, the model is further discussed and avenues for future research are outlined. Finally, a conclusion is given.
2 BACKGROUND

To establish a solid foundation and a common understanding for the further explanations, in the following, the most important terms and concepts are briefly introduced.

2.1 Big Data

The amount of data that is being produced, captured, and analyzed as a result of today’s society’s digitization has been and is still rapidly growing (Dobre and Xhafa 2014; Statista 2021; Yin and Kaynak 2015). Concurrently, its complexity and the demands for its processing also increased. Consequently, the systems that were previously used for this purpose are oftentimes no longer sufficient (Chang and Grady 2019). Therefore, new tools and techniques are needed to deal with the new requirements and simultaneously the term big data emerged to describe this phenomenon. Even though the origins of a term are not conclusively clarified (Diebold 2012) and there is also no unified definition for it (Al-Mekhlal and Khwaja 2019, Volk et al. 2020b), most of the relevant literature follows a similar understanding. The arguably most influential description (Chang and Grady 2019) is based on four characteristics, which are sometimes also termed the 4 Vs of big data. Those are volume (number and/or size of data entries), velocity (speed of data ingestion and/or required processing speed), variety (diversity of data and content), and variability (changes in the other characteristics over time). Due to the widespread need for high quality decision making, BDA is used in numerous domains, such as manufacturing (Nagorny et al. 2017), management support (Staegemann et al. 2022a), fashion (Silva et al. 2019), education (Häusler et al. 2020), sports (Goes et al. 2020), agriculture (Bronson and Knezevic 2016), or healthcare (Bahri et al. 2019).

2.2 Microservices

The general idea of the microservice concept is to decompose an envisioned application into several smaller services that then interact with each other to accomplish the given task (Nadareishvili et al. 2016). Usually, the services are based on business functionality. This, in turn, allows it to benefit from a high degree of specialization. The microservices all run in their own processes and for the communication among each other, only lightweight mechanisms are utilized. Due to their independent nature, the particular services implementation can be heterogeneous (Freymann et al. 2020). This, inter alia, refers to the utilized programming languages and technology stacks. Moreover, their properties allow an independent deployment and usage. For this purpose, usually continuous deployment tools and pipelines are used, allowing for the automation of the procedure.

Even though in software engineering componentization is generally considered a good practice, achieving a high degree of modularity is often seen as challenging task (Faitelson et al. 2018). However, when using microservices, this is achieved by design. This also reduces the effort for maintenance and the implementation of modifications, since it is often sufficient to only redeploy the affected service when incorporating changes. As a result, through the use of microservices, an evolutionary design, which is driven by frequent and controlled changes, is promoted (Krylovskiy et al. 2015).

2.3 Test Driven Development

TDD is generally seen as a development approach that (for the cost of a reduced speed) is feasible to improve an implementation’s quality (Staegemann et al. 2021a). The corresponding advantages are twofold. On the one hand, the test coverage is increased. This helps to detect errors (early) and prevents that they affect the productive users. On the other hand, the system’s design is also influenced, since a major part of TDD is its decomposition into the smallest reasonable pieces. This reduced complexity also helps to avoid errors and increases maintainability (Crispin 2006; Shull et al. 2010). Even though the primary application area of TDD, and also the one that is relevant for the remainder of this paper, is in software development, it is also used in other contexts, such as process modelling (Slaats et al. 2018) or ontology development (Davies et al. 2019; Keet and Lawrynowicz 2016).

In the traditional software development approach, new features are at first envisioned, then implemented and finally tested. However, in TDD, this order is changed. While the first step remains the same, the identified functionality is broken down into small parts (Fucci et al. 2017). In the following, tests for those parts are written. To assure that they indeed test new aspects, they are run and should, for a lack of the actual implementation, fail (Beck 2015). If they don’t, they need to be reworked due to the premise. After the tests failed, the productive coding takes place, resulting in the desired functionality. The main focus here is just to make it work. In turn, other aspects, like the elegance of the code, are not
important, as long as the previously written tests are passed (Crispin 2006). If this is the case, the code is then refactored to improve the readability, its adherence to standards, best practices, and conventions and to improve its overall quality (Beck 2015). While doing so, the previously written tests are utilized as a safety net to make sure that no errors are introduced during this procedure. As mentioned earlier, this focus on incremental modifications and small tasks (Williams et al. 2003) does not only affect the coverage, but also the design of the developed solution. Moreover, developers are provided with more immediate feedback, due to the shorter test cycles (Janzen and Saiedian 2005). While unit tests are usually the backbone of TDD, they can (and should) also be amended by other types of tests, such as system, tests, or integration tests (Sangwan and Laplante 2006). Hereby, especially the latter can be seen as essential (Kum and Law 2006). Furthermore, to make sure the necessary test frequency can be achieved without the developers having to cumbersomely deal with it manually, TDD is often combined with a continuous integration (CI) pipeline to enable test automation (Karlesky et al. 2007; Shahin et al. 2017). Consequently, whenever a change is committed, a CI server runs the existing tests, checking if the last change has introduced any new errors that need to be fixed.

2.4 Test Driven Development in Big Data

As it was already described earlier, applying TDD is a promising new approach for the engineering of high-quality BD applications. For this purpose, the use of microservices as a technical foundation has been proposed (Staegemann et al. 2020). Since a major component of TDD is to break down the desired application into small parts and microservices facilitate exactly this architectural concept, there is a huge synergy that can be exploited (Shakir et al. 2021). Their use allows to realize each business functionality as a separate service, which also gives the option for independent scaling, depending on the respective workloads. Further, this also impacts the implementation process, since the development of the respective services can be distributed across different teams. Additionally, those don’t have to use a homogenous toolset, but can instead rely on the technology set they deem the most suitable for the given task, due to the independence of the services from each other. In another context, TDD also increases the flexibility. The created tests allow for easier and safer changes to the developed application because they can be immediately validated through the existing tests, leading to faster feedback, the avoidance of newly introduced errors and consequently more trust by the users. However, even though the general idea of applying TDD in the BD domain seems promising and there are already some works in the domain (Staegemann et al. 2022b), to facilitate its diffusion and make its application more accessible, it is still necessary to develop further corresponding patterns, frameworks, process models, best practices, and approaches to provide developers with a solid foundation they can lean on for their projects, instead of having to determine all steps (and their order) on their own.

3 METHODOLOGY

In order to assure scientific rigor while answering the RQ, the design science research (DSR) approach (Hevner et al. 2004) is applied. This constructive methodology is geared towards the development and evaluation of artifacts in the information systems research domain. The purpose of those is to solve organizational problems. They can be “constructs (vocabulary and symbols), models (abstractions and representations), methods (algorithms and practices), and instantiations (implemented and prototype systems)” (Hevner et al. 2004). To further enhance the comprehensibility, the workflow of the design science research methodology (DSRM) presented in (Peffers et al. 2007) is followed. The DSRM decomposes the DSR into a sequence of six steps, which are depicted in Figure 1.

The DSRM begins with the problem identification and motivation, which are outlined in the beginning of the next section. In the second activity, the researcher shall define the objectives for a solution. This will also be part of the same subsection. The third step, design and development, will be discussed in the succeeding subsection, resulting in the construction of the DSR artifact as the

Figure 1: Process Sequence of the DSRM According to (Peffers et al. 2007).
main contribution of the publication at hand. Furthermore, the underlying explanations will serve as an implicit, preliminary evaluation, which corresponds to activity five. The final activity, communication, is performed through the publication at hand. However, due to the artifact being a process model, whose phases need to be filled with concrete activities (which is out of this work’s scope) for its actual implementation, the demonstration will be deferred to the future.

4 THE PROCESS MODEL

In the following, using the DSRM by Peffers et al. (2007), a process model is proposed, facilitating the application of TDD in the BD domain through the provisioning of a structured approach that supports developers in implementing their respective BD endeavors in a test driven manner.

4.1 Motivation

When applying the DSRM, the first activity is to identify the problem that shall be solved, and to motivate, why this should be done. In the case at hand, it was already outlined why big data is of great significance for today’s society. Further, the importance of proper quality assurance was outlined, and it was discussed how the application of TDD might help in the implementation of the corresponding systems. However, to our knowledge, an actual procedure for this has not yet been formalized. While it is necessary to maintain a certain degree of freedom to reflect the individual nature of such projects, this also constitutes both, a barrier for entry, as well as a potential source for errors and inefficiencies. Since the proposed concept for the application of microservice-based TDD in the big data domain (MBTDD-BD) contains several levels and types of tests, there is a big number of activities required for its implementation. Developers that don’t have extensive experience with TDD in the BD domain might be deterred by the huge number of different possible orders of those (with wrong decisions leading to extra work or worse results), as well as the threat of overlooking important activities, which would reduce the effectiveness of the approach. Since TDD is usually more time consuming than the traditional approach (Staegemann et al. 2021a), this additional effort can only be justified if the corresponding benefits can actually be reaped. Therefore, it is necessary to provide developers with a structured procedure to reduce this uncertainty, eliminate potential sources of error and, hereby, facilitate the use of TDD in the BD domain to increase the overall quality of the developed solutions. Furthermore, this process should be easy and unambiguous to follow, which on the one hand refers to the outlined sequence of steps, but on the other hand also on the utilized notation.

4.2 Development of the Artifact

Since this work builds upon the MBTDD-BD proposition (Staegemann et al. 2020), it will also follow the general structure, which results in the existence of several levels (system, component, subcomponent/ microservice, method). Furthermore, the wording is adopted, increasing the comprehensibility. Moreover, even though in the following only tests are explicitly mentioned, as suggested in the MBTDD-BD, benchmarks can also be added alongside them to introduce another dimension of quality assurance. However, the main focus is on the functional testing.

To start the process, it is at first necessary to know the requirements for the system that shall be developed (ISO 2018; Sommerville 2007). However, in the context of this work, outlining their gathering would be out of scope. Therefore, the list of requirements is considered as an available input. Based on those, concrete features of the system can be derived. While it is not yet determined how they will be implemented, this step turns the identified needs into high level tasks and is therefore a prerequisite for the actual realization. In the TDD methodology, after determining what is to be implemented, the corresponding tests shall be written. Accordingly, the next step is to define the tests for the system as a whole. Those might be automated, manual, or a hybrid approach and are supposed to show if it provides the desired functionality. Implementing the system tests at such an early stage on the one hand corresponds with the TDD philosophy, and on the other hand potentially also brings practical advantages. This step, as the previous one, immensely benefits from having domain knowledge and a comprehensive overview of the product’s business side, respectively the purpose it is developed for. Therefore, the process should heavily involve experts or potential users from that domain. Meanwhile the further steps are of rather technical nature and do not need that much comprehensive knowledge of all usage related aspects of the product. By creating the system tests early, it is possible to focus the involvement of the needed knowledge carriers on the starting phase, which allows them to focus on their day to day tasks afterwards, while the technical experts take over from then. (Even though
some involvement of distinct business experts/users might still be needed for some decisions that might arise later.) Once the system tests have been created, the implementation can be progressed. For this purpose, the previously identified features are translated into distinct microservices, which inherently also determines the system’s architecture. Further, not only the services and their functionality are defined, but also their interfaces. The result of this step is an overview of the required microservices as well as their interconnections. However, the concrete implementation of the services is not yet designed. In the following, those microservices, which are also called subcomponents in the MBTDD-BD, are grouped to components. A component constitutes a contentual unit that is deemed belonging together by the developers, respectively architect. Those could for example be the loading of data that consists of several services that are each specialized to provide data from one specific (type of) source or the preprocessing that comprises multiple steps that are each realized as a separate microservice. However, there are no fixed rules, instead the definition of components is subject to the individual assessment of the decision makers. Moreover, depending on the context, components can also overlap (e.g. a microservice can belong to several components), or just comprise a single subcomponent, in case it is rather standalone. Yet, for the sake of coherence, each microservice has to belong to at least one component.

Subsequently, to later on assure that not only the components itself but also the communication between them works as intended, corresponding tests have to be created. While all those steps, that happen on the system level, are only conducted once, the succeeding activities are performed repeatedly until the implementation of all components is finished. At first, is has to be chosen, which component shall be worked on next. The criteria for this decision can be individually determined. Possible reasoning could, for example, be based on factors such as the availability of certain experts, the perceived importance or complexity, or contentual relations and interdependencies. It is also possible that a specific microservice shall be implemented at this stage (for example based on above mentioned criteria) and therefore the corresponding component is chosen at this stage. After the decision is made, the system level is left and the work on the component level begins.

If the component has not yet been worked on before, the next step is to create the tests for the component, otherwise this can be skipped, since it has already been done in the past. Then it has to be determined which microservice will be implemented next. Further, in succession, there is also a change from the component level to the subcomponent level. There, analogous to the previous levels, at first, tests for the unit (in this case the microservice) as a whole are written, allowing to later on confirm that the envisioned capabilities have actually been successfully realized. When the creation of those tests is assigned to a team that is different from the one that is responsible for the implementation, this can also act as an additional safety net by adding another perspective on potential issues and edge cases. This also constitutes a deviation from the proposition expressed in the original MBTDD-BD paper (Staegemann et al. 2020), since there, the assurance of the functionality of the microservice as a whole was described as only being implemented indirectly, through the tests within the developed service. Explicit tests were not intended. However, since the inclusion of such tests for the entire service allows to incorporate a view on the slightly bigger picture, which is not necessarily given on the method level, their integration reduces the risk of overlooking issues that are not as apparent when only operating on the method level.

The creation of the tests for the microservice as a whole is followed by the test driven implementation of that service, as it is described in the related background section. Therefore, at first, the tests for a function are written, then the functionality is implemented and finally the code is refactored to increase its quality and readability. This procedure is repeated until the entire service is completed. While the described process as a whole takes place on the subcomponent level, the implementation of the particular functions corresponds to the method level. Once the implementation is finished, the aforementioned tests for the entirety of the subcomponent are run. In case that they do not pass completely, the service goes back to the previous implementation stage, where it is worked on until the issue is deemed resolved. Once the subcomponent tests pass, the subcomponent level is left, the process again enters the component level and the microservice can be integrated into the current iteration of the component.

However, this is not the final step concerning the regarded service. It is possible that a microservice in itself is not erroneous and, therefore, the testing is positive, but there are issues with the interplay with other services. An example (even though it is not big data related) that made the news was the NASA climate orbiter crash from 1999, where one involved partner used English units and the other metric ones, leading to a failed mission, despite both parts in itself
being functional (NASA 2019). To avoid a similar situation, the integration of the subcomponent needs to be followed by a run of the component tests as well as the relevant tests for the communication. Only if those also pass, the microservice can be deemed finished. Otherwise, the developers have to go back to the development stage. However, in case of success, the component level is left and the system level is entered again. Now, the further procedure depends on the current status of the system’s implementation. If there are still components that are not entirely finished, it has to again be decided, which component should be worked on next. From there, the process continues as already outlined above.

In case every component, and therefore every part of the envisioned system, has been implemented and individually tested with success, a final test run that comprises all tests (including those for the system as a whole) allows to check for a last time, if everything is working as intended. Should there be any problems, those have to be thoroughly analyzed. Once the source of error is identified, the developers shall fix the underlying issues, using the comprehensive test collection to assure that no new errors are introduced. However, if this last instance of quality assurance is also passed without the occurrence of any problems, the development process is finished and the system can be used productively.

The complete process model is displayed in Figure 2. To give an easy to follow overview of the proposed process model, its graphical depiction is heavily leaning onto the BPMN notation. However, this also introduces some constraints. The levels of the process are depicted as separate BPMN pools.

![Figure 2: Process Model for Test Driven Development in the Big Data Domain.](image-url)
While this slightly deviates from the idea behind the concept of pools in BPMN, it increases visual clarity and was therefore implemented. Since the test driven implementation of the microservice is depicted as one step and not further broken down, there are only three levels shown, with the method level being omitted.

Furthermore, especially in larger projects, it is likely that several teams work in parallel, whereas the depicted process presents a linear sequence. This is also for the sake of visual clarity. However, in reality, there might be several microservices (also from different components) be worked on at the same time. Yet, this does not crucially affect the actual flow, wherefore it is only mentioned but not graphically represented. Additionally, the outlined process refers to projects that are created from scratch. If an application that was built according to the proposed procedure shall be modified, the already existing tests can be utilized. Changes on any other pre-existing systems are out of scope of the proposed process model and individual approaches have to be found.

5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

With the steady increase of the number of BD applications that are being used and their quality assurance being one of the major challenges (Staegemann et al. 2019), finding ways to tackle that issue is highly important. While the MBTDD-BD approach seems generally promising to increase the quality as well as the modifiability of the developed systems, up to now, there was no structured procedure for its application. The proposed process model is directed towards bridging this gap. By following the comprehensive sequence of steps, the necessary activities can be covered, while also assuring that the order is actually sensible and corresponds to the spirit of the TDD methodology.

However, several factors have to be taken into account. The first aspect is that the requirements for the system are taken for granted. While this makes sense for the aspired scope, they are extremely important for the success of an implementation project. Therefore, it is mandatory to find a suitable approach for their collection. This also means that the proposed process model cannot be seen as a panacea but has to be used in conjunction with other suitable methods. To a lesser degree this also applies to the test driven implementation of the distinct microservices not being described in detail. However, on this level, the development does not crucially differ from other development contexts, so that a specific description is not necessary.

Another aspect that is highly important but not directly covered by the process model is the selection of tools and technologies. While the modular nature of the MBTDD-BD allows for a high degree of flexibility and gives the developers the choice, which programming languages, frameworks or existing solutions they want to use, respectively incorporate, there is no support provided for those decisions. Since there is a plethora of available options, this task can, however, also be highly challenging. While there are already existing works that focus on a general decision support for the technology selection in BD projects (Volk et al. 2020a), additional material that is geared towards this specific situation might be helpful for prospective developers and, hence, also help to facilitate the dissemination of TDD in the BD domain in general.

Additionally, as previously mentioned, the proposed model slightly simplifies the development process by presenting it as a sequential flow. While in reality, several teams might work in parallel on several services, the increased comprehensibility was deemed worth it to accept that slight simplification as a trade-off. When applying the model in a parallel scenario, it is therefore necessary to account for this decision and adjust the actual workflow accordingly.

Further, the model only outlines which actions should be taken in which order, but not by whom. Even though the specifics of this decision obviously heavily depend on the structures of the organizations and teams that are involved, the identification of best practices and recommendations could still prove to be valuable support. Therefore, this might be a worthwhile task for future researchers that has strong practical implications.

Since the quality of big data applications heavily depends on the correct architectural choices (Ataee and Litchfield 2020) and there are numerous patterns proposed for the implementation of microservices, it also appears reasonable to regard those two aspects in context of each other to determine, which microservice patterns are best suited to deal with certain challenges of big data development and the underlying big data characteristics.

6 CONCLUSION

Big data and the corresponding tools, technologies, and applications have emerged to be one of the driving factors of today’s society. Countless
organizations from numerous domains rely on the ability to utilize information to an unprecedented extent to improve their inherent processes and decision making, and, thereby, inter alia, reduce their costs, increase their productivity, strengthen their marketing, support their maintenance, improve their logistics, or identify new opportunities. However, the implementation of those systems is a highly challenging and error-prone task, while at the same time their quality is crucial for the successful use. Therefore, their quality assurance is very important. Yet, this domain is still far from being mature. Therefore, further work in this field is needed. This includes the improvement of existing approaches and strategies as well as the exploration of new ones. One rather recent proposition was the application of test driven development to the implementation of big data systems. However, it was not outlined how the corresponding process should be designed.

The publication at hand bridges this gap and provides developers that are interested in the application of TDD in the BD domain with a process model that outlines, which activities should be performed in which order. The proposition is to use test driven development and to develop the whole process of implementing big data and its underlying systems. Therefore, the following activities should be performed:

- **Input Knowledge**: The proposition that test driven development could be applied to the implementation of big data projects and how the general structures of such endeavors could look like.
- **Concepts**: Big data, Test driven development, Microservices, Process models, Design science research.
- **Output Knowledge**: A concept how the test driven implementation of big data projects could be realized as well as areas for future research.
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